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1. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable. 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
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Grou_p -A 
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Answer Question No. 1 and any two from the rest. 

Write short notes on any four from the following 

Qi �· � �� -,e� "f�r:f,� ijf'<IST ��

a) Dysfunction of bureaucracy.

b) Japanese corporation.

c) Industrial conflict.

d) Future of work.

4 X 5 = 20 
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c) Political participation of women in the modem world.

Media imperialism. 

g) Globalizing of meclia.

Discuss the role of orga,nization and technology in modern society. 
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:3. Discuss the concepts of division of labour and economic dependence in the context of 

·i..

S. 

6. 

work and economic life. 

Discuss the importance of Democracy as a way to run a government. 

Discuss the major theories on mass media. 

Group-B 

��-� 

Answer Question No. 6 and any. two from the rest. 
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Write short notes on any four of the following : 

a) Gender and ethnicity in Education.

b) Development of literacy.

15 

15 

15 

4 X 5 = 20 
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c) Millenarian movements.
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d) Secularization.
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e) Traditional city.
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f) Definition of social movement.

�1�1N31<15 '511ti\.f1� 'J'f�� I

g) Concept of globalization.
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7. Illustrate how gender and inequality are reproduced through education system. 15 

8. Discuss Max Weber's view on religion. 15 

9. Critically evaluate the features of the Third World urbanization. 15 

10. Define Transnational Corporation. Explain its relation with globalization. 15 
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1. 

2 . ,, 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
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Group.- A 

Answer Question No. 1 and any two from the rest. 

Write short notes or any two of the following 

a), Axiomatic theory - �:� � 

b)' CATI - <l>rrffl" 

c) Content analysis - �T�<l� ��Cf

,<J.) Types of research design - '>fITT'il �� �· � I

Discuss the strategies of hypothesis formulation. 

2 X 5 = 10 

15 
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5. 

6. 

Wrire a note on construction of questionnaire. 

�.!� �C.-RI '89Bl l!l�-re- ljf<j)1 M1rf I 

What are the uses and abuses of social research ? 

�� �� �w <r�rn -e '5f9f<fiq�Rf�� FJS � ? 

Define the design of field research. 
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Group - B 
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Answer Question No. 6 and any two from the rest. 

�.:(� � l!l<T� '51"9Kr QJ Ql')'Ff � ��· \S�'i:1 �ff I 

Write short notes or any two of the following : 

C<I C�W·ll � f<l<:1� '8� Gl<Pl �1.q � 

· a) Population - ')'{��<I> 

b} Stratified sampling - (!3�-f'�� •-l��.:i

>-"),. Histogram - �nr\5C�

d).. Proportion & percentage - �19fl\!> l!l<f� Xf0T�� 

15 

4 + 11

15 

2 X 5 = 10 

·7. What is non-probability sampling? What are the types of nor,-probability sampling? 

.s. Discuss summation rules with examples. What is continuous variable ? 

ffl�9� ')f�f:r ��� <lTI�rn ��� l ��� b<l'l '<F-rl<P <fCGi ? 

3+7 

10 
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9. Calculate median & mode from the following distribution

C.I. <�� �> Frequency (9ITTP'f��> 

100 - 109 --) 12 

110-119 -t 7 

120 - 129 -t 13 

130 - 139 -t 25 

140- 149 -), 13 

150 - 159 -t 8 

160 - 169 -), 5 

170 - 179 -), 6 

180- 189 -� 4 

10.,... What is mean deviation ? Calculate standard deviation 

distribution. 

from the 
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above frequency 
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